Abstract. The Landauer formula for quantized resistivit) is derived from basic statistical reaction theory.
The recent observation of quantized conductivity [l] , beautifully confirming Landauer's result [2] , may give interest to a simplified derivation of the formula based on statistical reaction theory. The central result of the theory is the transition state formula for decay rates. According to the formula, the rate Wat which an equilibrated quantum system A decays is
Here the ZT are the transmission coefficients in the channels, summed over channel states, and dnA/dE is the density of levels in system A. Channels are defined as the distinct states of the system at a fixed value of the reaction coordinate. This is usually at a barrier top, although the validity of the theory does not depend on the existence of a potential barrier. The transmission coefficients depend only on the energy of the system and take values 1 or 0 in the classical limit for energetically allowed or forbidden decays.
Equation (1) For the present application, I imagine two capacitor plates joined by a quantum resistor. The rate of flow of electrons from one plate to the other will be calculated, assuming that each plate emits electrons (through the resistor) as a decaying quantum system. The electrons are assumed to move in a common single-particle potential, in which case equation (1) Letter to the Edifor replacing the sum by an integral, it is immediately apparent that the density-of-states factor converts the integration variable to energy,
(3)
The net current is the difference in currents from the two directions. Since the transmission coefficient does not depend on the direction of flow, the only difference in currents is due to the chemical potentials. This difference may be expressed in terms of the voltage difference V , ,uA -pB = eV. The result is (f(e -pA) -f (~ -pB)) -e z ( Z 7 / 2 z h ) V .
The last equality holds whenfis a step function on the scale of variations in T ( E ) .
To get the final result. note that in the absence of magnetic fields the channels will be open in pairs (spin up and spin down). Neglecting quantum barrier transmission effects, the minimum non-vanishing conductivity G occurs when IT = 2, giving G = e2/nh.
